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 Greetings from Cape Town, South Africa 

Exploring the Tip of Africa - Something for Everyone

 

The tip of Africa at Cape Agulhas, where the Atlantic and Indian Oceans meet, is a
bucket list destination for local and international visitors alike. Imagine standing with
both Oceans behind you staring up the African continent – which is quite easy to do
now with the recently unveiled new Africa map installation by land artist Strijdom van
Der Merwe.

From Uber Luxury accommodation to camping, local farm stays and plenty in
between, this unique and pristine part of the South African coastline is a balm for the
soul. 

Forming the Whale Trail – and where you are invited to have ‘A whale of a time’ at
the De Hoop Collection, there is plenty of fauna and flora and birdlife to keep young
and old endlessly entertained. The historic homestead at De Hoop dates back to the

late 18th Century. Think wooden floorboards, Cape Dutch architecture plus the most
amazing wine collection in the old silo building. 

https://mailchi.mp/29728f8f293b/vindigo-travel-newsletter-april-2021?e=[UNIQID]


My Octopus Learner – aka Craig Foster of My Octopus Teacher fame which is short-
listed to win an Oscar for Best Documentary, just happened to be staying at De
Hoop when we recently visited. He regularly goes out with the field guides who
conduct the fascinating and enlightening marine walks. 

The pinnacle of luxury is Morukuru Beach Lodge and Ocean House – perfect for a
treat weekend away with good friends. In fact Morukuru’s slogan is ‘Sharing our
passion in creating memorable moments for you!’. There is plenty to do from sand
boarding to snorkelling in hippo pools to just enjoying the delicious food, Dutch bath
(The owners are from Holland) and a special romantic surprise candlelit bubble bath. 

Talking of wine, the southernmost vineyards on the African continent are to be found
a short drive away and number some absolute winners.



Hidden Gems: Showing off a different side to the usual beach and bush travel, we
can't wait to introduce you to our Whale Route hidden gems:  
 

Luxury Spa Hotel, Arniston - A two-hour leisurely drive from Cape Town brings you
to a beautiful coastal village nestled between two nature reserves. With untouched
views of a turquoise-blue sea and endless white, sandy beaches, this gem is a
personal favorite we just cant stay away from. Did we mention it's the winner of two
Haute Grandeur Global Excellence Awards – Best Country Hotel in South Africa and
Best Beach Hotel in South Africa? Add excellent service, friendly staff and the
Vindigo Travel value adds to this breath-taking location, you will have the most
amazing start to your Whale Route adventure. 

The Marine Big 5, Garden Route -  Nestled between mountain and sea, this Private
Nature Reserve is a five-star eco-paradise showcasing the incredible Flora and
Marine life of the Southern Tip of Africa. Ultimate luxury and comfort await you, all
carefully nestled into the natural gaps of an enchanted Milkwood forest. Vindigo
Travel offers a unique Marine Big 5 experience as well as a variety of excursions in
the surrounding area quenching both your adventure and leisure thirst. A melting pot
of biodiversity, culture, and natural wonder - truly an unforgettable experience.

__________________________________________________________________

All our tours and experiences are private, ensuring optimal health and safety for our valued

clients. 

Vindigo Travel only partners with suppliers that have strict Covid protocols to ensure your safety

and peace of mind.

Please contact welcome@vindigotravel.com to help curate your next memorable journey. 

Yours in travel, 

Melissa 

Melissa Sutherland 

Chief Travel Curator, Vindigo Travel


